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188Re-IorCEAl as Radioimmunotherapeutical Agent: Preparation and Evaluation
Principal Investigator: Dr. Gilmara Pimentel, Cuba

INTRODUCTION

Effective immunotherapy of human malignancies requires the selective delivery of these
agents to relevant antigen-expressing tumour cells. A variety of strategies have been
investigated to achieve this objective (MILENIC 91, WELS 92).

It has very clearly established that ior-CEAl monoclonal antibody is an extremely good
agent for immunoscintigraphy with a high sensitivity (94%) and specificity (87%) (OLIVA
94, OLIVA 95).

Ior-CEAl is hence a good candidate for development as a therapeutic agent. Moreover,
it is an attractive novel protein, which conserves its biological properties, despite chemical
treatment.

Materials and Methods

- Generator: The 188Re-generator was supplied by IAEA from MAP Medical
Technologies Oy Finland with a total activity of 3,7 GBq.

- Monoclonal antibody (MAb): Murine IgG-1 antibody secreted by clone K3/J5,
highly specific against protein epitope on cell-bound CEA and included in the gold 1 group
according to Hedin's classification was obtained from our Institute (TORNO 89).

- Labelling: iorCEAl was reduced using 2ME at 1000:1 molar ratio as described
elsewhere (PIMENTEL 96, PIMENTEL 98). The reduced MAb was labelled after optimising
the reaction parameters, described in the following table using a factorial experimental design,
whose independent variable was radiolabelling yield.

MDP and citric acid were used as weak transchelator agents.
Studied variables
[MDP] (mg/ml)
[Cit. Ac] (mg/ml)
[SnF2] (mg/ml)
pH
Time (h)

Value
2, 8, 14
1.6, 5.6, 15, 30, 35
0.4,0.8, 1.2
3,5
0.5 - 24h

Quality Control

The yield of the labelled antibody was determined by a combination of Instant Thin
Layer Chromatography and paper Chromatography. The ITLC was performed on 10xl50mm
silicagel-impregnated glass strips, using Methylethylketone and saline as mobile phase. To
determine the colloid formation in the system, Sephadex G 25 microcolumn was used,
employing PBS as eluant.

Stability: The stability was tested by incubation at 37°C pH 7 for 1 hour with 0.63-6300-
fold excess of cysteine. Rhenium-188 activity that remained associated with the protein was
determined by ITLC using MEK and PBS as mobile phase.
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Animal biodistribution study: Balb/C male mice weighing 18 - 25 g were obtained from
CENPALAB (Havana). About 100 ul of labelled MAb, corresponding to ~ 3.7 MBq (100
(iCi), were injected intraperitoneally. The animals were sacrificed 4 and 24 hours after
administration. Radioactivity in each organ was counted in LKB Automatic Gamma Counter
and recorded as percentage of dose /g tissue.

Experimental Results

The radio labelled product obtained through MDP route showed great instability, as well
as precipitate formation. The best results were obtained with the use of citric acid, 0,4 mg
SnF2 at pH 3. Fig. 1 shows the different labelling yields, at varying citric acid amounts in the
system.
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Fig.l. Labelling yields of Re-188-ior-CEAI with 0,4 mg/ml SnF2 at pH 3.
(n= 3).

In order to enhance the stability of 188Re-iorCEAl, some additives that reduced that
prevented the reoxidation and colloid formation of Re (Fig. 2) were added after the labelling
reaction was completed, that is after 3h.
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The in-vitro stability studies of 188Re-ior-CEAl at 37 °C in challenge media are shown
in Fig. 3. The activity associated with the protein decreases with the increment of cysteine
concentration. Nevertheless, the addition of AA and BSA guarantee the minimal
transchelation.
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Fig.3. In-vitro stability ofRe-188-ior-CEAl at 37 °Cfor 1 hr, after 3 hr Labelling
Reaction.

The biodistribution of Re-iorCEAl is shown in Fig.4. The radioactivity uptake in the
different organs are relatively low and similar to those obtained with 99mTc-ior-CEAl
(PIMENTEL 96), except the uptake in spleen which is slightly higher.
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Fig.4. Biodistribution ofRe-188-iorCEAl in BALB/C Mice at 4hr and24hr

Discussion

Radio labelling of iorCEAl is accomplished by a direct method using 2-mercaptoethanol
as the reducing agent. Two different weak chelating agents were employed, which had been
reported in other published works before (GRIFFITH 91, JOHN 93). All experiments carried
out with MDP showed low labelling yields and high precipitate formation, even while SnF2,
which has better redox properties. The best labelling yields were attained with low citric acid
concentration, as well as with 400 jig of SnF2 at pH 3.

As it can be observed from Fig.l, under the conditions specified earlier, relative high
labelling yields can be achieved, within 1 hour incubation (>80%). Likewise, we could
confirm that when the transfer ligand was formed "in situ" during the labelling reaction, better
results were attained, than in those experiments where Re-weak chelate had been already
obtained.

-t on

Re-iorCEAl was extremely stable when challenged with cysteine, if pre-protected
with addition of AA and BSA. At 6300:1 Cys: MAb molar ratio was, only a dissociation of
3,5% was observed. However, the dissociation was < 5% at low cystein concentrations (Fig.
3). These results were better than those obtained by John et al. (JOHN 93) at similar or lower
cysteine concentrations.

The biodistribution in BALB/C mice was similar to that of Tc-99m-iorCEAl, except
for spleen, where uptake was relatively high. This could be explained as due to the binding of
the Fc portion of the labelled murine Ab with the cytoplasmic membrane of the RBCs, which
could harmed the RBC, product of the radiolisis of the strong p emission from 188Re.
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CONCLUSIONS

The optimised method gave high labelling yields (~ 95 %). The best labelling yields
were attained with low citric acid concentration, which was used as a weak transchelation
ligand. Ascorbic acid and Albumin could be used as the stabilising agents in order to achieve
less than 3,5% dissociation.
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